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As a Pacific Island nation, a continuous issue for 

Fiji, like with all its neighbours, is the climate 

crisis and the rising sea levels. It is predicted by 

many climate scientists that if the sea level 

continues to rise, then at some point there will not 

be any Pacific Island nations left. All of these 

nations are campaigning to the United Nations 

and other international bodies like the 

International Court of Justice to take greater 

actions against climate change and provide funding to nations like Fiji, to help rebuild societies 

that have been greatly affected by the rising sea levels and the overall climate crisis.  

 

While the economy is mostly based on exporting water and fish, potential new partnerships with China 

could mean economic prosperity for the island nation. The recent Pacific Island Forum demonstrated how 

China committed in reaching some type of partnership with all the Pacific Island nations In May 2022, 

China was unsuccessful in its attempt to reach a consensus with the 10 Pacific Island nations on a 

sweeping security and trade deal amid concerns the proposal could “threaten regional stability”. A draft 

report and five-year action plan that China sent to the invited nations ahead of the meeting showed it was 

seeking to train local police, become involved in cybersecurity, expand political ties, conduct sensitive 

marine mapping, and gain greater access to natural resources on land and in the water. The proposed 

China-Pacific Island Countries Common Development Vision also proposes a free trade area, and support 

for action on climate change and health. Naturally, talks of increased relations between China and the 

pacific islands has put the West in an alarmed position, which could lead the islands nations like Fiji in 

between of a geopolitical tug-o-war where both sides are fighting for influence. It would not bode well for 

the UK, if a commonwealth nation falls under the economic and political influence of China. 

 

Despite the numerous coups over the past couple of decades, Fiji is making remarkable progress in its 

anti-corruption efforts. The Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) has proven surprisingly 

effective at investigating MPs for abuse of office. The past couple of years have seen almost ten MPs been 

arrested on corruption-related charges with two having been convicted. Recently, the ICAC announced 

that six more Fijian MPs facing corruption-related charges will appear in court.  
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This comes at a time when the first two MPs in Fiji were jailed last year for making false declarations about 

their permanent residential addresses so they can cash in on the allowances given to members who stayed 

outside of the capital city. It seems that Fiji is taking the fight against corrupt very seriously, and it is no 

wonder then that its corruption rankings have greatly improved and that it is the least corrupt nation out of 

the Pacific Islands. Additionally, the government has been participating in sanction/seizure efforts against 

Russia. In June this year, a court in Fiji has handed the $300m Amadea yacht owned by sanctioned 

Russian billionaire Suleiman Kerimov, to the US authorities following a lengthy court process. The yacht 

was seized upon arriving in the Pacific Island nation in April at the request of the US. The move came 

amid a wider push by US officials and other countries to enforce sanctions against influential Russians, 

particularly by seizing luxury assets including yachts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


